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Abstract
We consider string theory in maximally supersymmetric type IIB plane wave back-
ground with constant five form Ramond-Ramond flux (RR plane wave). It is argued that
there exists a universal sector of string configurations independent of the null coordinate
x− such that the space-time action evaluated at such a configuration is same in the RR
plane wave and flat background. By naturally assuming its validity for the open strings
we further argue that the D-branes extending along x± are universal in these two back-
grounds. Moreover, a universal D-brane which is BPS in flat space must be tachyon-free
in RR plane wave and a non-BPS D-brane should have a real tachyon whose potential is
universal. Given the above observation we then proceed to describe open string theories
for the non-BPS D-branes in RR plane wave. It is suggested that the light-cone Green-
Schwarz fermions on the world-sheet satisfy certain bi-local boundary condition similar to
that corresponding to flat space. We attempt a canonical quantisation with this bound-
ary condition which gives rise to an open string spectrum similar to that in flat space -
containing an R and NS sectors of states. In this process we encounter certain subtleties
involving the R sector zero modes. Although the derivation of the R sector zero mode
spectrum using the open string theory has not been completely settled, we suggest definite
answer by requiring consistency with the relevant space-time interpretation. We finally
generalise the above basic features of universality to all the exact pp-wave backgrounds
with the same dilaton profile in a given string theory.
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1 Introduction and summary
Open string tachyon condensation1 is an interesting and important subject of study in
string theory. Its basic content is described by the well known conjectures due to Sen2.
Even though the associated physical picture is quite simple its complete string theoretic
understanding is still lacking. The main obstacle is the mathematical complications of
string theory which is also responsible for the fact that it has mainly been studied in
flat space. It is therefore potentially interesting to study tachyon condensation in other
geometric backgrounds in string theory3. In this regard one recalls that Sen argued [3]
1By tachyon condensation we shall always refer to open string tachyon condensation in this paper.
2The reader is referred to the latest review [1] for the details of the developments in this subject and
complete list of original references.
3See [2] for relevant studies in this direction.
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the universality of tachyon potential in a certain class of superstring backgrounds which
admit a symmetry under (−1)FL, where FL is the number of space-time fermions that are
left-moving on the world-sheet. In Sen’s argument this symmetry was needed to define a
coincident brane-anti-brane system. But there are other interesting backgrounds, namely
the Ramond-Ramond (RR) backgrounds which do not admit such a symmetry. These
backgrounds are important in string theory because of their role in the formulation of
AdS/CFT correspondence [4] and the fact that sting theory is poorly understood in such
cases.
Among the non-trivial gravitational backgrounds plane waves are special as one gets
more technical control on the quantisation problem in light-cone gauge. In this paper
we focus on the particular example of type IIB maximally supersymmetric plane wave
background with constant RR five form flux (RR plane wave) [5]. This is the simplest
non-trivial example [6, 7, 8] that we would like to consider for our purpose. In light-cone
Green-Schwarz (GS) formalism the world-sheet theory [6, 7] is simply a mass deformation
of that corresponding to the flat background [9]. The mass parameter is given by a
product of the strength of the background flux and the momentum p− conjugate to the
null coordinate x− associated to the covariantly constant null Killing symmetry of the
background. We point out that this indicates the following is true:
There exists a universal sector of string configurations independent of x− such that
the space-time action evaluated at such a configuration is same in RR plane wave
and flat background. (1.1)
We shall present argument in favour of this conclusion in sec.2. Although our argument
does not precisely specify what this universal sector is4, we argue that any scalar field
configuration independent of x− should be included in it. By naturally assuming the
validity of the above statement for the open string theories we point out that it has the
following consequence for the D-branes:
In type IIB string theory, for every D-brane in flat background extending along x±
directions there exists a corresponding D-brane in RR plane wave background. (1.2)
This means that the D-branes extending along x± are universal. There are two categories
of such D-branes, namely even and odd, depending on the dimensionality of the world-
volume. As is well known, the even D-branes are half-BPS in flat space [10] while the
4This sector will be studied in more detail in [27]. See sec.5 for further comments on it.
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odd ones break all the supersymmetries [11]. Although the detailed descriptions of such
universal D-branes may be different in the two backgrounds, existence of the universal
sector of string configurations predicts that the following must be true:
A universal D-brane in RR plane wave is tachyon free if it is even and contains a
real tachyon if it is odd. Moreover the tachyon potential is universal. (1.3)
D-branes in RR plane wave have already been analysed by many authors from various
points of view [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. According to the above classification these studies
include only the even D-branes. Indeed all such D-branes have been found to be tachyon-
free independently of their supersymmetries. One of the main goals of this paper is
to develop the light-cone open string theories for the odd (non-BPS) D-branes. In flat
space there are D-branes for which a space-like combination of the light-cone directions
satisfies Dirichlet boundary condition while the orthogonal time-like combination satisfies
Neumann boundary condition. Such D-branes can not be analysed in light-cone gauge
and we do not discuss the analogues of such D-branes, if they exist, in RR plane wave.
Let us now discuss the non-BPS D-branes. In flat space the open string theories for
such D-branes are not as straightforward as those corresponding to the even ones. In a
manifestly supersymmetric formalism the complication lies in writing down the boundary
condition for the space-time spinors. This problem was studied in light-cone gauge from
both open and closed string points of view in [19, 20, 21]. In particular, it was found in
[21] that the SO(8) covariant open string boundary condition is actually bi-local which
relates quadratic combinations of left and right moving GS fermions. Although the obvious
question of how to deal with such a boundary condition was not completely settled, some
progress was made. It was shown that this boundary condition leads to two sectors of
open strings (see also [22]) namely, Ramond (R) and Neveu-Schwarz (NS) sectors. The
resultant open string spectrum successfully passed through the world-sheet open-closed
duality check5.
In this paper we show that all the valid open string boundary conditions for the kappa
symmetry fixed type IIB GS superstrings in flat background are also valid in RR plane
wave. This justifies us to use the similar bi-local boundary condition as discussed above
5Moreover, a proposal for how to compute disk amplitudes with all possible bulk insertions, but
without any boundary insertion, was suggested [21] which produced correct results for the closed string
one point functions. This boundary condition was generalised to its SO(9, 1) covariant form and applied
to pure spinor formalism [23] in [24, 25].
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to define the non-BPS D-branes in RR plane wave. It is shown that, just like in flat
space [21], there exist an R and NS sectors of open strings. However, there are certain
additional subtleties involved in the present case. Usually a boundary condition enables
us to solve for a set of degrees of freedom in terms of the rest. In absence of a linear
boundary condition it is not a priori clear if the world-sheet lagrangian can be written
down entirely in terms of the independent modes. We show that this can indeed be done
almost for all the degrees of freedom except for the R sector zero modes - a complication
which was absent in flat space.
We shall now briefly discuss this zero mode problem. Because of the mass term, the
equations of motion dictate that the zero modes be either τ (world-sheet time) or σ (world-
sheet space) dependent. It turns out that its only the τ dependent zero modes S1a0 (τ) and
S2a0 (τ) for which one can possibly make sense of the proposed bi-local boundary condition.
The problem is that while the two zero modes are related quadratically, the mass term
in the lagrangian is linear in both and therefore can not be expressed in terms of any
of the two. However, since this term does not contain any τ derivative, construction of
the hamiltonian still goes through. Finally one arrives at a particular algebraic structure
involving the constant zero modes Sa0 and S˜
a
0 which appear in the classical solutions for
the τ dependent zero modes. This algebraic structure turns out to be quite unusual as
Sa0 and S˜
a
0 are not linearly related. Although we are unable to settle the issue at this
point, we argue that consistency with the relevant low-energy effective action requires us
to have the same zero-mode spectrum as that in flat space.
In the NS sector the zero point energy does not cancel between the bosons and fermions
because of broken supersymmetry. In flat space the standard zeta function regularisation
gives the correct answer which produces a consistent spectrum for an interacting covariant
field theory in space-time. The usual approach in the literature in the context of RR plane
wave has been to consider the relevant Casimir energy which can be computed by using a
generalised zeta function regularisation. But in this case we do not have an independent
physical justification for this result. We remain inconclusive to this issue and leave its
resolution as a future work.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: We present our argument for the existence
of the universal sector of string configurations in sec.2. The relevant consequences for the
D-branes are discussed in sec.3. The open string theory for the GS fermions on a non-
BPS D-brane in RR plane wave is discussed in sec.4. Finally we comment on certain
5
generalisations in sec.5. Several appendices contain necessary technical details.
2 A universal sector of string configurations
Here we shall argue in favour of the statement made in (1.1). The type IIB RR plane
wave background is given by,
ds2 = Gµνdx
µdxν ,
= 2dx+dx− − f 2xIxIdx+dx+ + dxIdxI , I = 1, · · · , 8 ,
F+1234 = F+5678 ∝ f , (2.1)
where F is the RR five form field strength. Although f can be changed by properly
scaling the light-cone coordinates the limit f → 0 is special which corresponds to the flat
background. String theory in this background has been solved in the standard light-cone
gauge in [6, 7] which we refer the reader to for details. We shall follow the notations of
[7] for our argument in this section and use them without any introduction.
The world-sheet theory in light-cone gauge is a mass deformation of that in flat back-
ground where the mass is given by6,
m = 2πα′p−f . (2.2)
Although the bosonic sector of the theory maintains the complete transverse symmetry
under SO(8), the fermionic mass term breaks it to SO(4)× SO(4) as it is evident from
the appearance of the matrix Π [7] which is the product of four gamma matrices along
the directions: 1, · · · , 4. This breaking of the global symmetry is expected due to the
presence of the background flux.
Notice that the light-cone world-sheet theory is only sensitive to m which contains a
product of p− and f . This gives an indication that the f → 0 limit is mimicked in the
sector where the space-time fields are independent of the null coordinate x− and therefore
the background appears to be flat. To see this in a little more detail let us consider the
space-time action in the background (2.1) written in terms of the Fourier transformed
fields. A generic term in this action can be schematically written as,
Tpw =
∫
δ10(
∑
i
pi)A(f, pi−, pi+, piI)
∏
i
χi(p
i
−, p
i
+, p
i
I) , (2.3)
6We use the notation p
−
for the light-cone momentum which is same as p+ used in [7].
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where the integration is over all the momenta pi. χi’s are the Fourier transformed fields.
They carry space-time indices and can either be bosonic or fermionic. In general A is
a function of all the momenta and the background parameter f . There are space-time
index contractions among χi’s and A which are suppressed in this schematic expression.
If A survives the f → 0 limit then,
Tflat =
∫
δ10(
∑
i
pi)A(0, pi−, pi+, piI)
∏
i
χi(p
i
−, p
i
+, p
i
I) , (2.4)
gives a term in the space-time action in flat background. If A does not survive the f → 0
limit then it corresponds to certain interaction that is absent in flat space. If this limit
has to be automatically mimicked in the sector where all the pi−’s are set to zero then we
should have,
A(f, pi− = 0, pi+, piI) = A(0, pi− = 0, pi+, piI) . (2.5)
Since we are assuming a smooth flat space limit for A, it can be Taylor expanded and
only positive powers of f appear. Also usually A follows some power law behaviour in
terms of the momenta. With these assumptions the above equation implies,
A(f, pi−, pi+, piI) = A′(mi, pi−, pi+, piI) , (2.6)
where A′ is another function and mi = 2πα′pi−f . This means that f always appears with
a factor of pi−. A has to be computed using the world-sheet theory and we have already
seen that this condition is indeed maintained in the light-cone gauge. Notice that the
above argument does not precisely specify the universal sector that was referred to in
(1.1). Although the required condition (2.5) or (2.6) is satisfied in light-cone gauge, it
is not clear what should be the description of the universal sector outside the light-cone
gauge. Work is in progress in [27] to answer such questions. Nevertheless a scalar field
is certainly included in this sector and this is what we need for our argument on tachyon
condensation in the next section.
We shall now discuss the symmetry algebra which is not same as that of the flat
background. The kinematical and dynamical generators in the RR plane wave are [7]:
P+, P I , J+I , J ij (i, j = 1, · · · , 4), J i′j′ (i′, j′ = 5, · · · , 8), Q+A (A = 1, 2) and P−, Q−A
respectively. In flat space the list includes certain extra kinematical generators, namely:
J+−, J−I and J ii
′
, which are missing in RR plane wave. Also the matching generators
have different expressions in the two backgrounds. We therefore need to
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1. account for the missing generators,
2. show that in expressions for the matching generators and algebra in RR plane wave
f appears only as m.7
To account for the missing generators J ii
′
we notice that the matching generators J ij and
J i
′j′ do not depend on f (hence Π). Their construction can, in fact, be algebraically
continued to incorporate J ii
′
. The other missing generators J+− and J−I do not preserve
the light-cone gauge and our analysis does not go beyond this gauge8. To analyse this we
need a covariant setup with a precise knowledge of the universal sector in (1.1). But one
can make the following comments for J+−. This generates equal and opposite scaling of
the coordinates x+ and x−. Certainly the background (2.1) is not invariant under such
a transformation as it rescales the flux-strength f . But since f → 0 limit is mimicked in
the universal sector, such a transformation should appear as a symmetry in this sector.
To address the second point above we notice that the dynamical generators do depend
on f and indeed the dependence is only throughm. This, however, is not true of symmetry
algebra - f explicitly appears in commutation relations. Schematically, f appears in the
following way in such relations [7],[
P−, P I
]
∼ f 2J+I ,
[
P−, Q+
]
∼ fQ+ ,
[
P I , Q−
]
∼ fQ+ ,{
Q+, Q−
}
∼ fJ+I ,
{
Q−, Q−
}
∼ fJIJ . (2.7)
But generators have additional p− dependence:
P+ = p− , P
− ∼ 1
p−
, J+I ∼ p− ,
Q+ ∼ √p− , Q− ∼ 1√
p−
. (2.8)
These p− dependence are such that they can be used in eqs.(2.7) to absorb all the f
dependence and write the relevant commutation relations in terms of m.
7One should also expect that the Π dependence should go away in the limit p
−
→ 0. This is auto-
matically satisfied as f → 0 is the flat space limit and therefore Π should always come with factors of
f .
8I thank Peter van Nieuwenhuizen for asking pertinent questions on this.
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3 Tachyon condensation and D-brane descent rela-
tion in RR plane wave
We shall now consider (1.1) in the context of D-branes and discuss its possible conse-
quences for the tachyon condensation in RR plane wave. In particular, we shall argue
below that the statement (1.2) is expected to be true.
To demonstrate the idea with the simplest example let us consider a non-BPS D-brane,
Dp with p even, in type IIB string theory in flat background. Furthermore we orient it to
extend along both the light-cone directions so that there are (p− 1) light-cone transverse
directions (collectively denoted as ~x) along the worldvolume. The worldvolume theory
contains a real tachyon T (x+, x−, ~x). This has a potential V (T ) so that the worldvolume
action evaluated for a field configuration where the tachyon is set to a constant T and all
the rest of the fields are set to zero is given by,
Sflat[T ] = −V(p+1)V (T ) , (3.1)
where V(p+1) = ∫ dx+dx−d~x is the (infinite) volume of the worldvolume. V (T ) is an even
function of T such that: (1) it has a maximum at T = 0 where the hight of the potential is
same as the tension of the D-brane, (2) it has non-perturbative minima at |T | = T0 which
correspond to the closed string vacuum as conjectured by Sen. It is natural to expect that
Sflat can be obtained from a covariant action Scov relevant to type IIB string theory by
expanding it around the flat background. Given Scov it should also be possible to expand
it around the RR plane wave background (2.1) to obtain Spw. As we have argued in the
previous section that tachyon, being a scalar field, is included in the universal sector in
(1.1). Therefore we must have,
Spw[T ] = −V(p+1)V (T ) . (3.2)
Now recall [1] that a suitable BPS D(p−1)-brane in flat space can be viewed as a tachyonic
kink solution T (y) in the worldvolume theory described by Sflat.
T (y) =
{ ±T0 , as y → ±∞ ,
0 , at y = 0 ,
(3.3)
where y is one of the light-cone transverse directions along the worldvolume of the parent
D-brane that is transverse to the lower dimensional BPS D-brane. Notice that any solution
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of the above kind is necessarily a solution of the theory described by the action Spw as (1.1)
applies to such configurations. Therefore one would expect this solution to correspond to
an even D-brane in RR plane wave.
The basic argument used above also applies to the worldvolume theories on brane-
anti-brane systems. Any D-brane in flat space that extends along x− can be realised as
a tachyonic solution that is independent of x− in the worldvolume theory of sufficiently
large number of brane-anti-brane systems or non-BPS D-branes (see [1] for the detailed
discussion and references therein.). According to the above argument any such solution
belongs to the universal sector of some worldvolume theory and therefore the correspond-
ing D-brane is expected to exist in RR plane wave. This establishes a correspondence
between the relevant D-branes in flat and the RR plane wave background as mentioned
in (1.2). The only assumption in this argument is the existence of a covariant completion
of any worldvolume theory that one obtains from open strings in flat space.
Although the above discussion implies that any universal D-brane is represented by
the same worldvolume solution in flat background and RR plane wave, their detailed
properties are in general different. For example, it is not guaranteed that a given uni-
versal D-brane preserves the same amount of supersymmetry in the two backgrounds.
However, there are certain properties, such as those mentioned in (1.3), are guaranteed
to be restricted by the existence of the universal sector. Referring the reader to (1.3), we
comment that it is indeed true that all the even D-branes that have so far been discussed
in the literature [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] are found to be tachyon-free. Given this discussion
the next obvious question is: what is the open string theory for a non-BPS D-brane in
RR plane wave that is predicted by universality? We suggest an answer to this question
in the next section.
4 Non-BPS D-branes in RR Plane Wave
Here we shall discuss the open string theory for non-BPS D-branes in type IIB RR plane
wave background in light-cone gauge. We have shown in appendix B that all the known
open string boundary conditions in kappa gauge fixed GS action in flat background are
also valid boundary conditions in RR plane wave9. This justifies considering the same
9Following [24] we have also written down the SO(9, 1) covariant boundary condition for the space-time
spinors for a non-BPS D-brane in flat space using the covariant GS action.
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boundary conditions for the universal D-branes in both flat space and RR plane wave.
Therefore in the bosonic sector we have the standard Neumann/Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions - their analysis is quite standard and we shall not discuss them in detail. As in
flat space the actual subtlety is involved in the space-time fermionic part [19, 20, 21] and
therefore we shall focus our attention only to this sector in the following discussion.
The relevant world-sheet lagrangian is of the following form,
L = β
∫ π
0
dσ
[(
S1∂+S
1
)
+
(
S2∂−S
2
)
− 2m
(
S1ΠS2
)]
, (4.1)
where β is a constant and following the gamma matrix convention of [24] we have,
Πab = σ
1···4
ab = σ
5···8
ab . (4.2)
The equations of motion read,
∂+S
1 −mΠS2 = 0 , ∂−S2 +mΠS1 = 0 , (4.3)
The boundary condition, as discussed in appendix B, is given by [21],
S1a(τ, σ)S1b(τ ′, σ) =MabcdS2c(τ, σ)S2d(τ ′, σ) , at σ = 0, π , (4.4)
where the expression for Mabcd can be found in eq.(B.29). Since the fields are massive the
equations of motion (4.3) mix S1 and S2. Indeed using these equations of motion one can
write down the following set of all possible boundary conditions,
SAa(τ, σ)SBb(τ ′, σ) =MABabCDcdSCc(τ, σ)SDd(τ ′, σ) , at σ = 0, π , (4.5)
where the non-zero entries for MABabCDcd are given by:
M11ab22cd =M22ab11cd =Mabcd , M12ab21cd =M21ab12cd = −
[
M
(
Π
Π
)]ab
cd
, (4.6)
where we have used the notation:
[
M
(
Π
Π
)]ab
cd
=Maa′cc′ Πa′bΠc′d. SinceMabcd has four indices
Πab can be contracted in four different ways. The position of Π in the above notation
indicates which index ofM it is attached to10. The fields on the doubled surface (cylinder)
can be defined similarly as in (B.21),
SAa(τ, σ)SBb(τ ′, σ′) =
{
SAa(τ, σ)SBb(τ ′, σ′) 0 ≤ σ, σ′ ≤ π ,
MABabCDcdSCc(τ, 2π − σ)SDd(τ ′, 2π − σ′) π ≤ σ, σ′ ≤ 2π . (4.7)
10For example there is only one Π attached to M in [M (Π)]ab
cd
and three in
[(
1
Π
)
M
(
Π
Π
)]ab
cd
.
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Using (4.7), (4.6) and (4.5) one can show,
SAa(τ, 2π)SBb(τ ′, 2π) = SAa(τ, 0)SBb(τ ′, 0) , (4.8)
which implies,
SAa(τ, 2π) = ±SAa(τ, 0) . (4.9)
Therefore there exist two sectors (just like in flat space [21]): R and NS, corresponding
to the above signs respectively. We shall now discuss the canonical quantisation for these
two sectors separately below.
4.1 R Sector
R sector allows zero modes which can either be τ or σ dependent. As discussed in ap-
pendix A there are two classes of even D-branes, namely class I and class II, depending on
whether the zero modes are τ or σ dependent respectively. The resulting algebraic struc-
tures are also different. We find it hard to use the present bi-local boundary condition to
solve for dependent modes in terms of the independent ones in case of σ dependent zero
modes. Below we shall show that with the τ dependent zero modes a consistent canon-
ical quantisation for the open strings can be done with the proposed bi-local boundary
condition leading to an algebraic structure which resembles more like the class I even
D-branes.
We, therefore, start out with the following mode expansion:
S1(τ, σ) = S10(τ) +
∑
n 6=0
cn
{
Sn(τ)e
inσ + idnΠS˜n(τ)e
−inσ
}
,
S2(τ, σ) = S20(τ) +
∑
n 6=0
cn
{
S˜n(τ)e
−inσ − idnΠSn(τ)einσ
}
, (4.10)
where,
cn =
1√
1 + d2n
, dn =
1
m
(wn − n) , wn = sign(n)
√
n2 +m2 . (4.11)
The classical equations of motion for the modes are given by,
S˙10(τ) = mΠS
2
0(τ) , S˙
2
0(τ) = −mΠS10(τ) ,
S˙n(τ) = −iwnSn(τ) , ˙˜Sn(τ) = −iwnS˜n(τ) . (4.12)
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All the degrees of freedom S10(τ), S
2
0(τ), Sn(τ) and S˜n(τ) are not independent because
of the boundary condition (4.5). We shall now impose these conditions to determine the
independent degrees of freedom. Naturally this task is more cumbersome than in the
usual case of an even D-brane. Choosing A = B = 1 and A = 1, B = 2 in eq.(4.5)
one arrives at two sets of relations involving these degrees of freedom. It turns out that
there exists a set of independent solutions satisfying all such relations such that all these
solutions relating various modes are independent of m. These solutions are bi-local and
are given by,
S1a0 (τ)S
1b
0 (τ
′) = MabcdS2c0 (τ)S2d0 (τ ′) ,
S1a0 (τ)S
2b
0 (τ
′) = −
[
M
(
Π
Π
)]ab
cd
S2c0 (τ)S
1d
0 (τ
′) . (4.13)
S1a0 (τ)S
b
n(τ
′) = MabcdS2c0 (τ)S˜dn(τ ′) ,
S1a0 (τ)S˜
b
n(τ
′) = −
[
M
(
Π
Π
)]ab
cd
S2c0 (τ)S˜
d
n(τ
′) . (4.14)
San(τ)S
b
n′(τ
′) = MabcdS˜cn(τ)S˜dn′(τ ′) ,
San(τ)S˜
b
n′(τ
′) = −
[
M
(
Π
Π
)]ab
cd
S˜cn(τ)S
d
n′(τ
′) . (4.15)
The above equations suggest that any expression that is quadratic in the set of modes
{S2(τ), S˜n(τ)} can be expressed entirely in terms of the set of modes {S10(τ), Sn(τ)} using
the above conditions. We shall see that this will almost suffice for the present quantisation
problem except for certain subtlety involving the zero modes which will be discussed as
we go on.
We shall now attempt to compute the lagrangian (4.1) in terms of the independent
modes using the relations (4.13, 4.14, 4.15). Substituting the expansion (4.10) in (4.1)
one gets,
L = β (L0 + L1 + L2) , (4.16)
where, L0, L1 and L2 are the parts with the degree of non-zero modes being 0, 1 and 2
respectively. We find,
L0
2π
=
1
2
(
S10(τ)S˙
1
0(τ)
)
+
1
2
(
S20(τ)S˙
2
0(τ)
)
−m
(
S10(τ)ΠS
2
0(τ)
)
,
13
=
(
S10(τ)S˙
1
0(τ)
)
−m
(
S10(τ)ΠS
2
0(τ)
)
, (4.17)
where in the second step we have used the first equation in (4.13). Since this condition
is bi-local in nature one can take τ -derivatives at the two points independently before
taking the coincidence limit. Using the same technique with conditions (4.14) one finds,
L1 = 0 . (4.18)
Finally, using conditions (4.15) one obtains,
L2 = 2π
∑
n 6=0
[(
Sn(τ)S˙−n(τ)
)
− iwn (Sn(τ)S−n(τ))
]
. (4.19)
Notice that the lagrangian (4.16, 4.17, 4.18, 4.19) is almost entirely expressible in terms
of the independent modes except for the mass term for the zero modes in (4.17) which
is linear in S20(τ). We can not express this term completely in terms of the independent
modes as the conditions (4.13) are not factorisable to linear relations. Nevertheless we
can smoothly proceed to construct the hamiltonian as this term does not contain any τ
derivative. The canonically conjugate momenta are,
Πa0(τ) =
∂L
∂S˙1a0 (τ)
= 2πβS1a0 (τ) , Π
a
n(τ) =
∂L
∂S˙an(τ)
= 2πβSa−n(τ) . (4.20)
The equal time canonical anti-commutators are found to be,
{S1a0 (τ), S1b0 (τ)} =
i
2πβ
δab , {San(τ), Sbn′(τ)} =
i
2πβ
δn+n′,0δ
ab . (4.21)
The hamiltonian turns out to be,
H = H0 − 4πiβ
∑
n>0
wn (S−nSn)− 8
∑
n>0
wn ,
H0 = 2mπβ
(
S10(τ)ΠS
2
0(τ)
)
, (4.22)
where the last term is the standard normal ordering constant and we have used the τ
independent oscillators for the non-zero modes defined through the solutions of equations
of motion:
Sn(τ) = exp(−iwnτ)Sn , ∀n 6= 0 , (4.23)
We shall now turn to the analysis of the zero modes below.
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The zero-mode problem
The solutions to the zero mode equations of motion are given by,
S10(τ) = cos(mτ)S0 + sin(mτ)S˜0 , S
2
0(τ) = cos(mτ)ΠS˜0 − sin(mτ)ΠS0 . (4.24)
Substituting these into eqs.(4.13) we find the following relations involving the τ -independent
zero-modes:
S˜a0 S˜
b
0 = M̂abcdSc0Sd0 , Sa0 S˜b0 = −M̂abcdS˜c0Sd0 , (4.25)
where M̂abcd is obtained by replacing λI by λˆI in the expression of Mabcd in (B.29),
M̂abcd =
[(
1
Π
)
M
(
1
Π
)]ab
cd
=Mabcd|λI→λˆI , (4.26)
where,
λˆI = λIβI , (4.27)
and βI is defined in eq.(C.5). The zero-mode equal-time anti-commutator in eqs.(4.21)
implies,
{Sa0 , Sb0} = {S˜a0 , S˜b0} =
i
2πβ
δab , {Sa0 , S˜b0} = ∆ab , (4.28)
such that,
∆ab +∆ba = 0 . (4.29)
The first set of equations in (4.28) are consistent with the fist equation in (4.25). Using the
first equation in (4.25) and (4.29) one finds the zero mode contribution to the hamiltonian
to be,
H0 = 2πmβ(S0S˜0) . (4.30)
Given the algebraic structure in eqs.(4.25, 4.28) and (4.29) our final goal is to construct the
zero-mode spectrum. This task is not straightforward as the relevant algebraic structure is
quite unusual. Below we shall first try to understand the difficulty by comparing our case
with that of the class I even D-branes and then find the expected result from an argument
using the effective field theory on the worldvolume. Although it is not completely clear
to us how to get this result from the open string theory, we discuss various arguments in
appendix D for a possible resolution which reproduces this result.
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Comparison with class I even D-branes
Certain relevant features of the even D-branes have been summarised in appendix A.
Notice that the emergent algebraic structure is closer to that of the class I even D-branes
than the ones belonging to class II. Equations (4.28, 4.29) and (4.30) also hold in case of
class I D-branes, the only difference being that the relation between S˜0 and S0 is linear,
unlike the ones in eqs.(4.25). This makes a big difference between the two cases. First of
all, for class I D-branes H0 can be expressed entirely in terms of the independent modes.
Secondly, ∆ab can be easily computed to be a c-number which enables one to construct the
eigenstates of H0. Although the spectrum of H0 is independent of ∆
ab, the H0 eigenstates
acquire certain angular momenta depending on ∆ab [14]. On the contrary, in our case
one can argue that ∆ab can not be a non-zero c-number: Since ∆ab is required to be
anti-symmetric (see eq.(4.29)) it should be possible, if it is a c-number, to expand it in
terms of the second rank SO(8) gamma matrices. The manifest covariance of the whole
construction would then require us to be able to single out two special directions. This
can only be done for the class I even D-branes in this background because of their special
(n, n±2)-kind of alignments (see appendix A). This is not true for the non-BPS D-branes
and therefore there is no c-number choice for ∆ab that is physically consistent in this case.
This is effectively a variant of the statement that a linear relation does not exist between
Sa0 and S˜
a
0 . Moreover, notice that the second relation in (4.25), being quadratic, at most
imposes certain constraints on ∆ab without actually fixing it. Therefore the standard way
of constructing the H0 eigenstates does not go through.
What is expected?
The fact that S˜a0 could not be eliminated completely in our case and that ∆
ab does not get
fixed might lead one to think that it is inconsistent to have these zero modes11. This would
then imply that there exists a unique ground state instead of the usual ones that transform
as 8v (|I〉) and 8c (|a˙〉) under SO(8). But the existence of the universal sector of string
configurations implies that these states should be present because of the following reason:
Let us, for example, consider the vector states |I〉 - they correspond to the transverse
components AI(x
+, x−, ~x) of the U(1) gauge field surviving in the light-cone gauge on
the worldvolume. A configuration AI(x
+, ~x) independent of x− is inside the universal
11This was initially thought to be the case in [26].
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sector and therefore should exist in RR plane wave. This is also true for the conjugate
spinor states |a˙〉. Given the above argument, the next question will be how H0 acts on
these ground states. The answer can be guessed in the following way: As mentioned in
appendix A, for class I even D-branesH0 breaks the degeneracy of the ground states which
can be understood in the worldvolume theory as arising from a particular Chern-Simons
coupling or its dimensional reduction. Such couplings are not present on the worldvolume
of a non-BPS D-brane and therefore one would expect the degeneracy to be preserved in
the present case. Therefore our conclusion is that the zero-mode spectrum is given by,
H0|I〉 = 0 , H0|a˙〉 = 0 . (4.31)
4.2 NS Sector
The analysis in the NS sector is more straightforward as there are no zero modes. The
mode expansions are,
S1(τ, σ) =
∑
r
cr
{
Sr(τ)e
irσ + idrΠS˜r(τ)e
−irτ
}
,
S2(τ, σ) =
∑
r
cr
{
S˜r(τ)e
−irσ − idrΠSr(τ)eirτ
}
, (4.32)
where r is an half-odd-integer and cr, dr and wr are given by the same expressions as in
eqs.(4.11) with n replaced by r. Classical equations of motion and the quadratic relations
among the modes follow the equations for the non-zero modes given in eqs.(4.12) and
(4.15) respectively with the similar replacement. Performing the similar computation as
in the R sector one finally arrives at the hamiltonian:
H = −4πiβ∑
r>0
wr(S−rSr)− 8
∑
r>0
wr , (4.33)
in terms of the τ independent modes, defined similarly as in (4.23), which satisfy the
following anti-commutation relation:
{Sar , Sbs} =
i
2πβ
δr+s,0δ
ab . (4.34)
4.3 Open string spectrum
Based on the discussion in the previous subsections we are now in a position to spell out
what the open string spectrum is. For a non-BPS D-brane sitting at the origin of the
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transverse directions the light-cone hamiltonian in R and NS sectors are given by,
HR = HB +H
R
F , H
NS = HB +H
NS
F , (4.35)
respectively where the bosonic part is given by,
2α′p−HB =
m
π
aI‖†aI‖ +
m
2π
(p− 1) +∑
n>0
αI−nα
I
n . (4.36)
Recall the expression for m given in eq.(2.2). I‖ runs over the light-cone transverse direc-
tions that are parallel to the world-volume. The oscillators aI‖ are constructed out of the
bosonic zero modes and αIn’s are the standard bosonic non-zero modes. The commutation
relations are: [
aI‖ , aJ‖†
]
= δI‖J‖ ,
[
αIn, α
J
n′
]
= δIJwnδn+n′,0 . (4.37)
The second term on the right hand side of eq.(4.36) is simply the normal ordering constant
coming from the bosonic zero mode oscillators. The ground states in the R sector are |I〉
and |a˙〉 which are annihilated by aI‖ , αIn and San for n > 0. The unique ground state |0〉 in
the NS sector is, as usual, defined to be annihilated by the same bosonic oscillators and
Sar for r > 0. As argued in sec.(4.1) the fermionic zero modes do not contribute to the
hamiltonian in the R sector. The non-zero mode parts in the R and NS sectors are given
by,
2α′p−H
R
F =
∑
n>0
wnS
a
−nS
a
n , 2α
′p−H
NS
F =
∑
r>0
wrS
a
−rS
a
r + h0(m) , (4.38)
where,
wk =
√
k2 +
(
m
2π
)2
, (4.39)
with k being either integer or half-odd-integer. The fermionic oscillators satisfy the rele-
vant anti-commutators of eqs.(4.21, 4.34) with β = i/2π. The zero point energy for the
non-zero modes cancel between bosons and fermions in the R sector. However, this does
not happen in the NS sector where it is given by,
h0(m) = 4
(∑
n>0
wn −
∑
r>0
wr
)
. (4.40)
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This contains divergent sums and usually one regularises this following standard methods.
This has been done in appendix E and the result is a non-trivial function of m involving
certain modified Bessel functions. But as mentioned before, unlike in the case of flat
space we do not yet have an independent physical understanding of this result. It would
be interesting to explore this issue in future.
5 Generalisation
Plane wave backgrounds are special cases of a more general backgrounds called pp-waves
which admit a covariantly constant null Killing symmetry. In all such backgrounds the
standard light-cone gauge can be fixed [30]. Quite generically the world-sheet theories in
light-cone gauge involve a mass scale set by p− [31] such that the light-cone Hamiltonian
takes the following form:
p−Hpp = p−Hflat + I(p−) , (5.1)
where I(p−) is a collection of interaction terms representing the deformation from flat
space. This interaction term depends on p− in such a way that,
lim
p−→0
I(p−)→ 0 . (5.2)
This is clearly the case for the RR plane wave background, considered in detail in this
paper. This is also true for some of the cases explicitly studied in the literature [32, 33].
This raises the following question:
Does the universality hold in all the pp-wave backgrounds?
This question will be addressed in [27]. The answer turns out to be yes (which implies that
the space-time action will be evaluated to be same around the pp-wave backgrounds) only
when all the scalars (for example dilaton) that might be switched on in the background
take the same profile12. Notice that dilaton is constant in both the flat and RR plane
wave backgrounds studied here. This can further be generalised to non-trivial transverse
12For the model studied in [33] the interaction is of special type such that eq.(5.2) does not hold in
light-cone gauge. But the universality might still work as the interaction term does drop off in the
linearised equation of motion in space-time for configurations which do not depend on x− (see eq.(5.19)
in [33]).
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spaces or to cases where the transverse space is consistently replaced by a conformal field
theory.
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A Relevant features of even D-branes in RR plane
wave
Here we shall briefly review certain features of the open strings on even D-branes in
RR plane wave background that are relevant to the R-sector zero mode problem for the
non-BPS D-branes discussed in this paper. Because of the mass term the zero modes
can either be τ or σ dependent. This leads to two kinds of zero mode structures for the
even D-barnes. The τ dependent zero modes end up giving a non-zero contribution to
the light-cone hamiltonian which breaks the degeneracy of the 8v and 8c ground states.
These D-branes have been called Class I [13] or D− [14] branes in the literature. This
lifting of the degeneracy can be understood in the following way. All these D-branes are
either D7 or their dimensional reductions. The orientation of such a D-brane is usually
denoted as (n, n ± 2), which implies that in addition to x± the brane is extended along
n directions out of x1, · · · , x4 and (n ± 2) directions out of x5, · · · , x8. Notice that the
maximum worldvolume dimensionality of such a D-brane is 8 corresponding to a D7-brane.
A D7-brane is special in this background in the following sense. Its eight dimensional
worldvolume contains a Chern-Simons (CS) coupling with the background RR 4-form
potential which is quadratic in the worldvolume field strength [12]. Hence this introduces
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certain extra term in the linearised equations of motion for the transverse components
of the worldvolume vector potential which is responsible for the lifting of degeneracy of
the open string ground states in 8v. The supersymmetric version of this explains why
the degeneracy of the 8c states should also be broken. None of the other even D-branes
(called Class II or D+ branes) contains such a CS coupling. The open string zero modes
for such a D-brane is σ dependent which do not contribute to the light-cone hamiltonian
preserving the degeneracy of the 16 ground states.
B Open String Boundary Conditions in Green-Schwarz
Formalism
Here we shall show that the open string boundary conditions for the BPS and non-
BPS D-branes of type IIB string theory in flat background that can be analysed using
kappa gauge fixed GS action are also valid boundary conditions in the RR plane-wave
background. Below we shall first review the flat background where our discussion will be
both in the pre and post kappa gauge fixed theory. Later we shall show why the kappa
gauge fixed boundary conditions are also valid in RR plane wave.
B.1 Flat Background
After gauge fixing the world-sheet metric: gab = ηab the GS world-sheet action takes the
following form:
S ∝ S1 + S2 ,
S1 = −1
2
∫
d2σηabηµν
(
∂aX
µ − i(θAγ¯µ∂aθA)
) (
∂bX
ν − i(θB γ¯ν∂bθB)
)
,
S2 =
∫
d2σǫabηµν
[
−i∂aXµ
{
(θ1γ¯ν∂bθ
1)− (θ2γ¯ν∂bθ2)
}
+ (θ1γ¯µ∂aθ
1)(θ2γ¯ν∂bθ
2)
]
,
(B.1)
where a, b = 0, 1, σ0 = τ , σ1 = σ, ǫab is the two dimensional Levi-Civita symbol with
ǫ01 = 1. A = 1, 2 and we follow the convention of [24] for the 10-dimensional spinor and
the gamma matrices. The boundary terms obtained upon varying the basic fields are
given by,
δSboundary ∝
∫
dτ [−T1 + iT2 − T3 + T4 + iT5]π0 , (B.2)
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where [A]π0 = A(τ, σ = π)− A(τ, σ = 0) and
T1 = δX
µ∂σXµ ,
T2 = ∂σX
µ
{
(θ1γ¯µδθ
1) + (θ2γ¯µδθ
2)
}
− ∂τXµ
{
(θ1γ¯µδθ
1)− (θ2γ¯µδθ2)
}
,
T3 = (θ
1γ¯µδθ
1)(θ2γ¯µ∂τθ
2)− (θ2γ¯µδθ2)(θ1γ¯µ∂τθ1) ,
T4 =
{
(θ1γ¯µδθ
1) + (θ2γ¯µδθ
2)
} {
(θ1γ¯µ∂σθ
1) + (θ2γ¯µ∂σθ
2)
}
,
T5 = δX
µ
{
(θ1γ¯µ∂σθ
1) + (θ2γ¯µ∂σθ
2)
}
+ δXµ
{
(θ1γ¯µ∂τθ
1)− (θ2γ¯µ∂τθ2)
}
. (B.3)
Components of the stress-tensor are given by,
Tττ = Tσσ =
1
2
(∂τX
µ∂τXµ + ∂σX
µ∂σXµ) + i∂τXµ
∑
A
(
θAγ¯µ∂τθ
A
)
+ i∂σ
∑
A
(
θAγ¯µ∂σθ
A
)
,
Tτσ = ∂τX
µ∂σXµ + i∂τXµ
∑
A
(
θAγ¯µ∂σθ
A
)
+ i∂σXµ
∑
A
(
θAγ¯µ∂τθ
A
)
. (B.4)
Although the Virasoro constraint Tττ = 0 imposes restriction on the physical sates, in
order for the energy eigenvalue to be independent of τ we need to satisfy identically,
Tτσ = 0 , at σ = 0, π . (B.5)
We shall now discuss open string boundary conditions corresponding to BPS and non-
BPS D-branes for which the variation in (B.2) vanishes and eq.(B.5) is satisfied identically.
The standard Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions for the space-time vectors are
given by,
Neumann: ∂σX
µ(τ, σ) = 0 , at σ = 0, π ,
Dirichlet: δXµ(τ, σ) = 0 or ∂τX
µ(τ, σ) = 0 , at σ = 0, π . (B.6)
Due to this T1 vanishes in equation (B.2). Boundary conditions for the space-time spinors
are different for BPS and non-BPS D-branes which will be discussed separately below:
BPS D-Branes
For a BPS D-brane the relevant boundary condition is given by [17, 18],
θ1(τ, σ) = MSθ2(τ, σ) , at σ = 0, π ,
MS = γµ1···µp+1 , (B.7)
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where µ1, · · ·µp+1 correspond to the world-volume directions of a Dp-brane (p odd).
Boundary conditions involving derivatives read,
∂τθ
1(τ, σ) =MS∂τθ
2(τ, σ) , ∂σθ
1(τ, σ) = −MS∂σθ2(τ, σ) , at σ = 0, π . (B.8)
One way to see the origin of the sign in the second equation is the following. Define a
spinor Θ(τ, σ) on the cylinder: −∞ ≤ τ ≤ ∞, 0 ≤ σ ≤ 2π by the standard doubling
trick:
Θ(τ, σ) =
{
θ1(τ, σ) , 0 ≤ σ ≤ π ,
MSθ2(τ, 2π − σ) , π ≤ σ ≤ 2π . (B.9)
Then for small ǫ,
∂σΘ(τ, σ)|σ=π−ǫ = ∂σθ1(τ, σ)|σ=π−ǫ . (B.10)
On the other hand,
∂σΘ(τ, σ)|σ=π+ǫ = MS∂σθ2(τ, 2π − σ)|σ=π+ǫ ,
= −MS∂σ˜θ2(τ, σ˜)|σ˜=π−ǫ . (B.11)
Taking the limit ǫ → 0 on the right hand sides of eqs.(B.10), (B.11) and equating them
one gets the second equation in (B.8). Using the boundary conditions (B.7, B.8) and the
relations,
(MS)T γ¯µMS = −(MV )µν γ¯ν , (B.12)
[
δµν − (MV )µν
]
∂σX
ν = 0 ,[
δµν + (M
V )µν
]
∂τX
ν = 0 , or
[
δµν + (M
V )µν
]
δXν = 0 ,
 at σ = 0, π , (B.13)
where,
(MV )µν =
{
−δµν , for Xµ Neumann ,
δµν , for X
µ Dirichlet .
(B.14)
one can show that all the rest of the terms in the variation (B.2) vanish. Similarly using
the boundary conditions (B.6), (B.7) and (B.8) and the relation (B.13) one can show that
eq.(B.5) is satisfied identically.
Non-BPS D-Branes
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For non-BPS D-branes we propose, following [24], the following bi-local boundary condi-
tion for the space-time spinors:
θ1α(τ, σ)θ1β(τ ′, σ) =Mαβγδ θ2γ(τ, σ)θ2δ(τ ′, σ) , at σ = 0, π , (B.15)
where,
Mαβγδ = −
[
1
16
γαβµ (M
V )µν γ¯
ν
γδ +
1
16× 3!γ
αβ
µ1···µ3
(MV )µ1ν1 · · · (MV )µ3ν3γ¯ν1···ν3γδ
+
1
16× 5!
∑
µ1,···,µ5∈K(5)
γαβµ1···µ5(M
V )µ1ν1 · · · (MV )µ5ν5γ¯ν1···ν5γδ
 . (B.16)
The definition of the set K(5) can be found in [25] (see discussion below eq.(2.3) in [25]).
We shall now argue that all the terms [T2]
π
0 , · · · , [T5]π0 on the right hand side of eq.(B.2)
vanish. Considering the term T2 one finds,
[T2]
π
0 =
[{
∂σXµ
(
δµν − (MV )µν
)
− ∂τXµ
(
δµν + (M
V )µν
)}
(θ2γ¯νδθ2)
]π
0
= 0 , (B.17)
where we have used(
θ1(τ, σ)γ¯µθ1(τ ′, σ)
)
+Mµν
(
θ2(τ, σ)γ¯νθ2(τ ′, σ)
)
= 0 , at σ = 0, π , (B.18)
which can be obtained from the boundary condition (B.15). To treat the rest of the terms
we need to know the boundary conditions which involve variation and derivatives of the
space-time spinors. Since the boundary condition (B.18) is bi-local we can vary the fields
at the two points independently. This gives,(
θ1(τ, σ)γ¯µδθ1(τ ′, σ)
)
+Mµν
(
θ2(τ, σ)γ¯νδθ2(τ ′, σ)
)
= 0 , at σ = 0, π . (B.19)
One can also apply τ -derivatives at the two points independently. Therefore,(
θ1(τ, σ)γ¯µ∂τ ′θ
1(τ ′, σ)
)
+Mµν
(
θ2(τ, σ)γ¯ν∂τ ′θ
2(τ ′, σ)
)
= 0 , at σ = 0, π . (B.20)
Using these it is straightforward to show that [T3]
π
0 = 0. To obtain the boundary condition
involving σ-derivative we first adopt a suitable doubling trick following [21]:
Θ1α(τ, σ)Θ1β(τ ′, σ′) =
{
θ1α(τ, σ)θ1β(τ ′, σ′) 0 ≤ σ, σ′ ≤ π ,
Mαβγδ θ2γ(τ, 2π − σ)θ2δ(τ ′, 2π − σ′) π ≤ σ, σ′ ≤ 2π .
(B.21)
Then using the similar reasoning as done in the BPS-case one can show:(
θ1(τ, σ)γ¯µ∂σθ
1(τ ′, σ)
)
−Mµν
(
θ2(τ, σ)γ¯ν∂σθ
2(τ ′, σ)
)
= 0 , at σ = 0, π . (B.22)
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Using this, the boundary conditions (B.20) and (B.13) one can show [T4]
π
0 = 0 and
[T5]
π
0 = 0. This shows that for the boundary conditions (B.6) and (B.15) the boundary
terms (B.2) in the variation of the wold-sheet action are zero. Also using eqs.(B.6), (B.20),
(B.22) and (B.13) one can establish that eq.(B.5) is satisfied identically.
D-Branes in Kappa Gauge Fixed Theory
If we fix the fermionic kappa symmetry by requiring:
γ¯+θA = 0 ,⇒ θA = c
(
Sa
0
)
, (B.23)
then we have,
T2 =
√
2c2
[
∂σX
+
{
(S1δS1) + (S2δS2)
}
− ∂τX+
{
(S1δS1)− (S2δS2)
}]
,
T3 = 0 ,
T4 = 0 ,
T5 =
√
2c2
[
δX+
{
(S1∂σS
1) + (S2∂σS
2)
}
+ δX+
{
(S1∂τS
1)− (S2∂τS2)
}]
,(B.24)
and
Tτσ = ∂τX
+∂σX
− + ∂σX
+∂τX
− + ∂τX
I∂σX
I
+
√
2ic2∂τX
+
∑
A
(SA∂σS
A) +
√
2ic2∂σX
+
∑
A
(SA∂τS
A) . (B.25)
For all the D-branes that can be described in this gauge, both the light-cone coordinates
X± should satisfy Neumann boundary condition13:
∂σX
±(τ, σ) = 0 , at σ = 0, π . (B.26)
Boundary condition for the space-time spinors for a BPS D-brane reads:
S1a(τ, σ) = MSabS2b(τ, σ) , at σ = 0, π ,
MSab =
(
σI1I2···Ip−1
)
ab
, (B.27)
where XI1, · · · , XIp−1 are the Neumann directions besides X±. For a non-BPS D-brane
one gets,
S1a(τ, σ)S1b(τ ′, σ) = MabcdS2c(τ, σ)S2d(τ ′, σ) , (B.28)
13In order for the first term in the expression for T2 in eqs.(B.24) to vanish at the boundary we need
X+ to satisfy Neumann boundary condition. Then in order for the first term in eq.(B.25) to vanish at
the boundary we need X− also to satisfy Neumann boundary condition.
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where,
Mabcd =
1
8
δabδcd +
1
16
∑
IJ
λIλJσ
IJ
ab σ
IJ
cd +
1
192
∑
IJKL∈K(4)
λIλJλKλLσ
IJKL
ab σ
IJKL
cd .(B.29)
As explained in [21], the summation over the vector indices in the last term is restricted
and a definition for the set K(4) can be found, for example, in [25] (see discussion below
eq.(4.9)). λI is the eigenvalue ofM
V in eq.(B.14) along the light-cone transverse direction
xI .
B.2 RR Plane Wave Background
In case of the RR plane wave background the boundary terms in the variation of the
world-sheet action read:
δSboundarypw = δS
boundary + δ(∆S) , (B.30)
where δSboundary is given in eq.(B.2) with T1 given in (B.3) and the T2, · · · , T5 given in
(B.24) and,
δ(∆S) ∝
∫
dτ
[
µ2 ~X2δX+∂σX
+ + 4
√
2ic2µδX+∂σX
+(S1ΠS2)
]π
0
. (B.31)
The off-diagonal component of the stress-tensor is given by,
(Tpw)τσ = Tτσ +∆Tτσ , (B.32)
where Tτσ is given in eq.(B.25) and,
∆Tτσ = −µ2 ~X2∂τX+∂σX+ − 4
√
2ic2µ∂τX
+∂σX
+(S1ΠS2) . (B.33)
Notice that all the terms in δ(∆S) and ∆Tτσ contain ∂σX
+. Since X+ satisfies Neumann
boundary condition both δ(∆S) and ∆Tτσ at the boundary are zero. This shows that all
the open string boundary conditions in flat space are also valid boundary conditions in
the RR plane wave.
C Identities
Here we present some useful identities that are required for various computations done in
this paper. Using the following completeness relation,
1
8
δabδef +
1
16
∑
I,J
σIJab σ
IJ
ef +
1
384
∑
I,J,K,L
σIJKLab σ
IJKL
ef = δaeδbf , (C.1)
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one can show,
MabcdMcdef = δaeδbf . (C.2)
We also have,
Mabcd =Mbadc , (C.3)
ΠT = Π , ΠσIJ ··· = (βIβJ · · ·)σIJ ···Π , (C.4)
where in the last equation of (C.4) product of an even number of sigma matrices has been
considered and,
βI =
{
1 if I ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
−1 otherwise . (C.5)
Using the above relations one can prove the following identities:
[(
Πǫ1
Πǫ2
)
M
(
Πǫ3
Πǫ4
)]ab
cd
=
[(
Π1−ǫ1
Π1−ǫ2
)
M
(
Π1−ǫ3
Π1−ǫ4
)]ab
cd
, (C.6)
[(
Πǫ1
Πǫ2
)
M
(
Πǫ3
Πǫ4
)]ab
cd
=
[(
Πǫ3
Πǫ4
)
M
(
Πǫ1
Πǫ2
)]ba
dc
, (C.7)
[(
Πǫ1
Πǫ2
)
M
(
Πǫ3
Πǫ4
)]ab
cd
[(
Πǫ2
Πǫ1
)
M
(
Πǫ4
Πǫ3
)]cd
ef
= δaeδbf , (C.8)
where ǫi = 0, 1 which correspond to not having and having a factor of Π respectively.
D On the resolution of the zero-mode problem
In section 4.1 the R-sector zero-mode spectrum in eqs.(4.31) has been obtained by re-
quiring consistency with the relevant worldvolume interpretation. But it should also be
possible to get the same result from the open string theory. As mentioned earlier it is
not clear how to arrive at the result in eqs.(4.31) starting from the algebraic structure as
given in eqs.(4.25, 4.28) and (4.29). Here we shall discuss certain curious features of the
problem that might be relevant for the actual resolution. Notice that the spectrum in
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eqs.(4.31) is exactly same as that in flat space where the definition of the ground states
is known. If we follow the same definition then we have14:
Sa0 |I〉 =
1√
2
σIaa˙|a˙〉 , Sa0 |a˙〉 =
1√
2
σIaa˙|I〉 . (D.1)
Then the problem will be to compute:
zIaa˙ := 〈I|S˜a0 |a˙〉 . (D.2)
This can be done very easily: using eq.(4.30) and 〈a˙|H0|b˙〉 = 0 one gets,
σIaa˙z
I
ab˙
= 0 . (D.3)
Then expanding zIaa˙ in complete basis of odd rank SO(8) gamma matrices:
zIaa˙ = cσ
I
aa˙ + cJKσ
IJK
aa˙ , (D.4)
and substituting into eq.(D.3) one gets: c = 0, cIJ = 0 implying,
zIaa˙ = 0 . (D.5)
There is also a way to get the same result using the existing algebraic structure without
having any prior knowledge of H0 eigenvalues. Using the first set of anti-commutators in
eqs.(4.28) one obtains,(
S˜0S˜0
)
= (S0S0) = 4 ,
(
S˜σIJKLS˜
)
=
(
SσIJKLS
)
= 0 , ∀ I, J,K, L . (D.6)
Using these equations and the first relation in (4.25) one can show,
S˜a0 =
1
56
∑
IJ
λˆIJ
(
SσIJS
) (
σIJ S˜
)a
. (D.7)
In this particular discussion we shall write the summations explicitly instead of following
the repeated-index convention for them. At this stage we introduce the ground states as
in eqs.(D.1). Then using eq.(D.7) one obtains:
zKaa˙ =
1
56
∑
IJLb
λˆIJ〈K|
(
SσIJS
)
|L〉σIJab zLba˙ . (D.8)
14Without any loss of generality we have chosen β = i/2pi to avoid clutter in various expressions.
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Using the result: 〈K|
(
SσIJS
)
|L〉 = 4(δIKδJL − δILδJK) one finds,
∑
Jb
(
7δIJδab − λˆIJσIJab
)
zJba˙ = 0 . (D.9)
Then expanding zIaa˙ as in eq.(D.4) and substituting this back into eq.(D.9) one gets an
equation whose right hand side is zero and left hand side is expanded in terms of first and
third rank SO(8) gamma matrices. We then set the coefficient of each independent term
to zero. For example, the coefficient of σI and σJ (J 6= I) are given by c{8− (8− 2d)λˆI}
and −2cIJ{(8 − 2d)λˆI − 1 − λˆIJ} respectively, where d + 2 = p + 1 is the dimension of
worldvolume. This gives the same result as in eq.(D.2).
Given this result one may use the completeness relation: 〈I|I〉+ 〈a˙|a˙〉 = 1 to conclude
that S˜a0 does not appear as a non-trivial operator in the theory. Notice that for the even
D-branes and also for the non-BPS D-branes in flat space15 S˜a0 is completely eliminated
classically so that it does not appear at all in the quantum theory. The above result seems
to suggest that in our case S˜a0 is eliminated in the full quantum theory.
We have argued before that ∆ab, as defined in (4.28), can not be a non-zero c-number,
neither can it be fixed in the present theory. Notice that the above result explains this
situation as it implies that an arbitrary matrix element of ∆ab, which is potentially an
operator, is always zero. However it is not clear to us how to interpret, for example, the
non-zero anti-commutator of S˜a0 from the present point of view.
An argument using bosonisation
Here we shall attempt to understand the same result i.e. why S˜a0 may not appear as a
non-trivial operator in the theory once the ground states are defined as in eqs.(D.1) in a
different way using bosonisation. This approach is also not completely understood to us,
but the following arguments show that it may be worth understanding this better.
Notice that the zero mode structure that we are dealing with, namely the first equation
in (4.25), also appears in the discussion of non-BPS D-branes in flat background. There-
fore it should be possible to understand these rules in that context itself. We therefore
15Open string spectrum for a non-BPS D-brane was obtained in [21] from the bi-local boundary condi-
tion without encountering the present problem. This is simply because in flat background the fermions
are massless and there is no mixing between S and S˜ variables. Therefore all the S˜ variables, including
the zero modes, are classically eliminated against the S variables. Because of this the operator S˜a0 does
not appear at all in the open string theory.
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consider the massless fermions for simplicity for the present argument. From the mode
expansion in the bulk one gets,
Sa0 =
∮
dz
2πi
z−1/2Sa(z) , S˜a0 = −
∮
dz¯
2πi
z¯−1/2S˜a(z¯) , (D.10)
where the coordinates (z, z¯) on the upper half plane (UHP) are related to the coordinates
(τ, σ) on the strip (euclidean) as: z = eτ+iσ. For the operators in the bulk the contours
in eqs.(D.10) do not pass through the real line. To define the above zero modes on the
boundary one can go to the doubled surface by using the relevant boundary condition.
This boundary condition needs to be linear as the right hand sides of eqs.(D.10) are linear
in GS fermions. We already know that the boundary condition is actually quadratic.
To see what kind of linear boundary conditions one might expect one can first bosonise
Sa(τ, σ) and S˜a(τ, σ) in terms of four left and right moving bosons: φi(τ, σ) and φ˜i(τ, σ)
respectively with i = 1, · · · , 4 [34, 35]. Then using the relevant boundary conditions
relating φ and φ˜ 16 and properly refermionising them back one will arrive at the desired
expression. This is a detailed task by itself and we shall not attempt to do it explicitly
here. But it seems plausible that the manifest SO(8) covariance will require the final
expression to be of the following form:
S˜a(τ, σ) = M̂aa˙S a˙(τ, σ) , Sa(τ, σ) = M̂aa˙S˜ a˙(τ, σ) , at σ = 0, π , (D.11)
where M̂ = σI1···I(p−1) is the spinor representation corresponding to the set of reflections
given by λˆI in (4.27). Following [9, 36] one would then conclude that S
a˙(τ, σ) and S˜ a˙(τ, σ)
are the spin fields that can be obtained by suitably bosonising and refermionising Sa(τ, σ)
and S˜a(τ, σ) respectively.
We shall now discuss the doubling trick in the present context. By using this trick
one usually reduces an arbitrary correlator on the UHP to a holomorphic correlator on
the full plane. This trick was suitably developed in [21] to handle the bi-local boundary
conditions relevant to our case. It was shown that a correlator with an arbitrary number
of bulk insertions on the UHP, but without any boundary insertions, can be mapped to
a holomorphic correlator involving the holomorphic triad: {Sa(z),S a˙(z),ΨI(z)}. If the
doubling trick works then the same should be true even in presence of the boundary
16Non-BPS D-branes were previously studied in [19] using such non-abelian bosonisation from the
closed string point of view. Similar analysis can possibly be done in the open string picture to find
boundary conditions for the bosons.
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insertions. A suitable doubling that properly implements this is the following,
Sa(τ, σ) =
{
Sa(τ, σ) 0 ≤ σ ≤ π ,
M̂aa˙S˜ a˙(τ, 2π − σ) π ≤ σ ≤ 2π . (D.12)
S a˙(τ, σ) =
{
S a˙(τ, σ) 0 ≤ σ ≤ π ,
M̂−1a˙a S˜a(τ, 2π − σ) π ≤ σ ≤ 2π .
(D.13)
We can now express the zero modes on the boundary in the following way:
Sa0 =
∮ dz
2πi
z−1/2Sa(z) , S˜a0 = M̂aa˙
∮ dz
2πi
z−1/2S a˙(z) , (D.14)
where the contours are understood to be around points on the real line.
Given eq.(D.14) we can now proceed to compute the matrix element in (D.2):
zIaa˙ = limw→0
1
w
M̂ab˙
∮ dz
2πi
z−1/2〈ΨI(−1/w)S b˙(z)S a˙(0)〉 = 0 , (D.15)
as the holomorphic correlator itself is zero because of the momentum conservation of the
bosons. Another way to understand why S˜a0 does not appear as a non-trivial operator is
the following: Notice that the operators in (D.14) involve branch cuts. For any sensible
computation these branch cuts need to be cancelled by other branch cuts originating from
operators in the neighbourhood. It turns out that S˜a0 is not generically well defined in this
sense in the neighbourhood of the ground states as defined in eqs.(D.1). For example, let us
consider the following matrix element: 〈b˙|S˜b0S˜a0 |a˙〉. Although the momentum conservation
can be satisfied in this case, branch cuts are not removed:
〈b˙|S˜b0S˜a0 |a˙〉 = limu→0
1
u
M̂bc˙M̂ad˙
∮ dz
2πi
z−1/2
∮ dw
2πi
w−1/2〈S b˙(−1/u)S c˙(z)S d˙(w)S a˙(0)〉 .(D.16)
Contracting the w-contour to zero and using the OPE: S d˙(w)S a˙(0) ∼ δd˙a˙/w one finds
that the branch cut in w is not removed.
Although the above explanation may seem to be convincing, the present approach
has to be understood better because of a potential caveat that we shall discuss now. If
we have a linear boundary condition like in (D.11) then it is expected that the following
bi-local boundary condition [21] will be reproduced:
S˜a(τ, σ)S˜b(τ ′, σ) = M̂abcdSc(τ, σ)Sd(τ ′, σ) , at σ = 0, π , (D.17)
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where M̂abcd is defined in eq.(4.26). This will be satisfied if the following equation holds as
an equality of OPE’s:
M̂aa˙M̂bb˙S a˙(z)S b˙(w) = M̂abcdSc(z)Sd(w) . (D.18)
This is almost satisfied, but not quite because of the subtlety involving fourth rank ten-
sors. The fourth rank tensor constructed out of Sa(z) is always self-dual whereas that
constructed out of S a˙(z) is always anti-self-dual. To see this more explicitly notice that
the relevant OPEs can be computed using bosonisation as in, for example, [35]. The final
results can be expanded in terms of the complete basis constructed out of SO(8) gamma
matrices. For the conjugate spinors one gets [35],
S a˙(z)S b˙(w) = δa˙b˙
∑
n≥−1
c(0)n (z − w)nA(0)n (Ψ(w)) + σ¯IJa˙b˙
∑
n≥0
c(2)n (z − w)nA(2)IJn (Ψ(w))
+σ¯IJKL
a˙b˙
∑
n≥1
c(4)n (z − w)nA(4)IJKLn (Ψ(w)) ,
= δa˙b˙
∑
n≥−1
c(0)n (z − w)nA(0)n (Ψ(w)) + σ¯IJa˙b˙
∑
n≥0
c(2)n (z − w)nA(2)IJn (Ψ(w))
+
∑
I,J,K,L∈K(4)
σ¯IJKL
a˙b˙
∑
n≥1
c(4)n (z − w)nA(4,−)IJKLn (Ψ(w)) , (D.19)
where A(0)n , A(2)n and A(4)n are anti-symmetric tensors of rank as indicated by the super-
scripts constructed using ΨI(w) and its derivatives. Notice that in the fist step the summa-
tion over the vector indices on the fourth rank tensors is free. But all σ¯IJKL matrices are
not independent. In the second step we have restricted this summation over only the inde-
pendent ones17 using the anti-self-duality of the σ¯IJKL matrices. A(4,−)IJKLn = A(4)IJKLn −
1
4!
ǫIJKLMNPQA(4)MNPQn is therefore the anti-self-dual component of A(4)IJKLn (Ψ(w)). Then
using the following relations:(
M̂M̂T
)
ab
= δab ,
(
M̂σ¯IJM̂T
)
ab
= λˆIJσ
IJ
ab ,
(
M̂σ¯IJKLM̂T
)
ab
= λˆIJKLσ
IJKL
ab ,(D.20)
one finds for the left hand side of eq(D.18),
M̂aa˙M̂bb˙S a˙(z)S b˙(w) = δab
∑
n≥−1
c(0)n (z − w)nA(0)n (Ψ(w))
+λˆIJσ
IJ
ab
∑
n≥0
c(2)n (z − w)nA(2)IJn (Ψ(w))
17This requires us to choose which ones we want to keep as independent. This is reflected in the choice
of the set K(4) that also appears in the bi-local boundary condition in (B.28, B.29).
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+
∑
I,J,K,L∈K(4)
λˆIJKLσ
IJKL
ab
∑
n≥1
c(4)n (z − w)nA(4,−)IJKLn (Ψ(w)) ,
(D.21)
The OPE for the spinors is very similar to that in eq.(D.19) [35]:
Sa(z)Sb(w) = δab
∑
n≥−1
c(0)n (z − w)nA(0)n (Ψ(w)) + σIJab
∑
n≥0
c(2)n (z − w)nA(2)IJn (Ψ(w))
+
∑
I,J,K,L∈K(4)
σIJKLab
∑
n≥1
c(4)n (z − w)nA(4,+)IJKLn (Ψ(w)) , (D.22)
where in the last term the self-dual component: A(4,+)IJKLn = A(4)IJKLn + 14!ǫIJKLMNPQA(4)MNPQn
appears. Then using various traces of the gamma matrices one shows:∑
n≥−1
c(0)n (z − w)nA(0)n (Ψ(w)) =
1
8
Sa(z)Sa(w) ,
∑
n≥0
c(2)n (z − w)nA(2)IJn (Ψ(w)) =
1
16
σIJab Sa(z)Sb(w) ,∑
n≥1
c(4)n (z − w)nA(4,+)IJKLn (Ψ(w)) =
1
192
σIJKLab Sa(z)Sb(w) . (D.23)
Substituting these expressions back into eq.(D.21) one almost establishes eq.(D.18) except
for the fact that the last equation in (D.23) tells us how to write self-dual tensors in
terms of the spinors and not the ones which are anti-self-dual. It would be interesting to
understand this problem better through an explicit bosonisation.
E A standard regularisation
Here we shall discuss a standard way to regularise the expression in (4.40). One may start
with the following result derived in [37]:
π−s/2Γ(s/2)
∞∑
n=−∞
[(
m
π
)2
+
(
n
a
)2]−s/2
=
am1−s
π(1−s)/2
[
Γ(s/2− 1/2) + 2
∞ ′∑
n=−∞
K1/2−s/2(2m|an|)
(m|an|)1/2−s/2
]
, (E.1)
which is valid for negative s. The prime on the summation in the second term on the
right hand side indicates that the n = 0 contribution is excluded. Setting s = −1 one can
derive:
∞∑
n=1
[(
n
a
)2
+
(
m
2π
)2]1/2
= − am
2
16π2
Γ(−1)− m
4π
− m
2π2
∞∑
n=1
1
n
K1(amn) , (E.2)
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where Kν(x) is a modified Bessel function. The Casimir energy of a one dimensional
massive scalar field with mass m can be obtained from the above result where a is pro-
portional to the size of the system. The first term on the right hand side is divergent and
corresponds to a constant energy density. Dropping it off is the standard regularisation.
The second term is independent of the size of the system - ignoring this is a constant shift
of the total energy [37]. Therefore we may write:
∞∑
n=1
[(
n
a
)2
+
(
m
2π
)2]1/2
reg.
= − m
2π2
∞∑
n=1
1
n
K1(amn) , (E.3)
Now noticing that the right hand side of eq.(4.40) can be written in the following form,
h0(m) = 8
∞∑
n=1
√
n2 +
(
m
2π
)2
− 4
∞∑
n=1
√(
n
2
)2
+
(
m
2π
)2
, (E.4)
and using eq.(E.3) one gets the following result:
[h0(m)]reg. =
2m
π2
∞∑
n=1
1
n
[K1(2mn)− 2K1(mn)] . (E.5)
Notice that using the limiting behaviour: limx→0 xK1(x)→ 1 one gets the correct massless
limit:
lim
m→0
[h0(m)]reg. → −1
2
. (E.6)
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